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Abstract

Current experimental investigations of isotope shifts in atomic

spectra of unstable nuclei and the resulting information about

size and ahape of nuclei far off stability are discussed with ref

erence to some representative examples.

Isotopieverschiebung in atomaren übergängen instabiler Atomkerne

Experimentelle Untersuchungen der Isotopieverschiebung in radio

aktiven Nukliden und die daraus gewonnenen Informationen über

Größe und Gestalt der Atomkerne außerhalb des Stabilitätstales

werden an Beispielen diskutiert.
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1. Introduction

My talk adresses the renewed interest in studies of nuclear struc

ture effects seen in optical spectra of ordinary atoms. Histo

rically, optical spectroscopy is among the oldest experimental

techniques in nuclear research and has provided key information

on basic quantities of stable and long-lived nuclei through ob

serving hyperfine structure of atomic spectra and isotope shifts of

optical lines. Isotope shift refers to sn~ll energetic changes in

atomic transitions in atoms of fixed atomic number Z and originates

from the change in mass, in volume and shape of the nuclei within an

isotopic chcün.

The richness of information obtainable and the relatively safe

theoretical basis have suggested the extension of this way studying

nuclei to short-lived nuclei far off stability where the usual

balance of nuclear forces has been strongly altered. From experi

mental point of view this task is primarily a problem of sufficient

amount of radioactive material and of the isotopical purity re

quired for samples in classical optical spectroscopy. In recent

days we meet this problem in a more favourable situation

due to efficient mass seperators installed "on line" or

"quasi-on-line" at powerful accelerators (example: ISOLDE facil

ity at CERN (see Hansen 1979)) and

due to the development e,f' quite new spectroscopic methods

(Demtröder 1978) which are really fascinating by an impres

sively high sensitivity and an extremely high spectral resolu

tion, in fact only limited by the natural line width of atomic

transitions.

The spectroscopic progress is intimately connected with the appli

cation of extraordinary light sources such as narrow banded tunable

lasers. Laser techniques have been particularily successful in

overcoming the Doppler broadening of spectral lines which is

caused by thermal motion of the emitting atoms and often blurs

important details in the spectra. The high sensitivity enables

an application even in cases where the samples do contain not more

than a few hundred atoms. Thus, in recent years, atomic spectro

scopy has succeeded in going to IIfar off stabilityll, and indeed,

we have to realize that it provides actually the only practicable

experimental method providing information on rms radii of nuclear
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charge distributions of unstable nuclei. The already well-known

case of the neutron-deficient Hg isotopes (Kühl 1977, Bonn 1972,

Huber 1976, Bonn 1976) where unexpected deformation effects have

*been revealed demonstrates the information potential. Just those

particular findings (fig. 1) may be considered to be the pio

neering impact for. the revival of atomic spectroscopy in

matured days of nuclear physics. Rather than trying to review

the present situation in all aspects and to compile results I

would like to discuss some particular experiments which represent

NEUTRON NUMBER N
100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128

I I I

i I

-t- -+--~f---i

184 188 192 196 200

MASS NUMBER A

204 208

Fig. 1. Changes of nuclear charge radii in Hg as extracted from
isotope shift measurements. The jump in the isotope
shifts of the light Hg ground states with A S 185 is ex
plained to be due to a sudden on set of strong prolate
df ' h h'f f h 't 166/164 He ormat~on. T e s ~ ts 0 t e even ~so opes g
follows the slope of the heavier isotopes. Here , the
gain in pairing energy favours the oblate deformation
(adapted from Kühl et al. 1977).

* The present experimental status and systematic features of the
Hg radii are briefJy given by H.J. Kluge et al. (Kluge et al. 1979).
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the present trends and demonstrate the application of various

laser spectroscopic methods in isotope shift (IS) and hyperfine

structure splitting (hfs) investigations of short-lived nuclides:

A. SIZE AND SHAPE OF TRANSITIONAL NUCLEI WITH 50 ~ N,Z ~ 82

a. Atomic-beam-fluorescence-laser spectroscopy of neutron

deficient Ba-isotopes (KARLSRUHE: Nowicki et al. 1977,

1978, Bekk et al. 1979)

b. Collinear laser spectroscopy in fast atomic beams of

neutron-rich Cs-isotopes (MAINZ: Schinzler et al. 1978,

Bonn et al. 1979)

c. On-line-atomic-beam laser spectroscopy of neutron defi

cient and neutron-rich Cs isotopes (ORSAY: Huber et al.

1978, Liberman et al. 1979)

B. CHARGE RADII OF CA ISOTOPES

Atomic-beam-laser spectroscopy of stable and radioactive Ca

nuclei (HEIDELBERG: Träger et al. 1979 - KARLSRUHE: Andl et al.

1980)

C. DEFORMATION OF FISSION ISOMERS

Isomer shift for the spontaneous fission isomer 240mAm by laser

induced nuclear polarization (OAK RIDGE: Bemis et al. 1980)

Before entering the discussions of these examples, for the sake

of clarity, we shall first briefly outline the nature of the basic

quantities observed in hyperfine structure and isotope shift

experiments of that kind.

2. Hyperfine Structure and isotope shift

The schematic level scheme shown in fig. 2 recalls the basic facts

of hyperfine structure by looking on the case of the well-known

yellow sodium D-lines. Due to the coupling of the spin ~ of the
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atomic state with the nuclear spin I to the total spin F the fine

structure is splitted again into several hfs components. I.n

ordinary atoms, hfs splitting is 4 to 6 orders of magnitude

smaller than the fine structure splitting. The hfs splitting

is primarily due to the interaction of the nuclear moments with

the atomic electrons and is determined by two quantities

A ,.,

A = <1,J,m1 = 1,mJ = Jll1 oH
e l1,J,m1 = 1,mJ = J>/(1oJ)

and
,., ,.,

B = <1,J,m
1 = 1,mJ = Jloo</>zzl1,J,m1 = 1,mJ = J>

The dipole constant A may be factorized by the magnetic moment 11 1
and the magnetic field He produced by the valence electrons on

the nuclear site

The "hyperfine anomalyll which arises from a nonuniform distribu

tion of nuclear magnetism (Bohr and Weisskopf 1950) over the

nuclear volume is taken intq account by the hfs anomaly correc-

tion E «1 %). Though the hyperfine anomaly is itself an interesting

nuclear structure effect, up to now only limited information has

been obtained from hyperfine anomaly data (Stroke et ale 1961;

Moskowitz and Lombardi 1973).

1f A and 11
1

are known for one stable isotope of a given element

the uncertainty in extracting 11 1 from the A factor of another

isotope is just the differential hfs anomaly.

Similarily, the electric quadrupole constant B may be written as

a product

by the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Os = <Q>11 and the elec

tric field gradient <</>zz>JJ. A polarization effect (Sternheimer

effect) affects the absolute values Os deduced (Sternheimer 1950

and 1967). The uncertainties can be minimized when ratios of
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Fig. 2. Hyperfine structure splitting of the Na-D-lines

quadrupole moments are extr~cted. Note that due to the angular

momentum geometry the nuclear quadrupole moment influences only

terms with J ~ 3/2 !

What is the isotope shift?

girI

-Vlrl [MeV]

Fig. 3. Volume effect in isotope

shift of optical lines
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In addition to hyperfine structure we observe small shifts of

the centres of gravity of the opti.cal lines of two different

isotopes A and AI (even with zero nuclear spin)

The contribution of interest for the nuclear physicist is the

field (or volume) effect ßE
F

. The finite nuclear size diminishes

the binding of the atomic electrons through the overlap of their

wave functions with the nuclear volume. The variation of the nuclear

radius and of the Coulomb potential in the nuclear interior within

an isotopic chain (see fig. 3) influences mainly the s-electrons

which are more strongly bound in the smaller isotope.

A second mechanism contributing to the experimentally observed IS

originates from the recoil of the electron motion on the nucleus.

The mass effect ßEM contains a trivial correction due to the dif

ferent reduced mass of the atom ("normal mass effect") and a con

tribution depending on the correlation of the electronic momenta

(" spec ific mass effect: < 2. pop.>"). This effect means roughly
o 0 ~ J

that mass shift is differ~~~ for the electrons moving predominantly

together as a cluster or distributed randomly around the nucleus.

The normal mass effect is dominating in light atoms, but only a

few percent in heavier atoms. Both parts of the mass effect are

proportional to .(A-AI)/AA'. As the specific mass effect is very

difficult to calculate, especially for complex spectra, it is

subject of various uncertainties though there are relatively reli

able empirical estimates (Heilig and Steudel 1974). In the analyses

of the data we try to rule out the specific mass effect by compari

son with sufficiently accurate isotope shift measurements of elec

tronic K -X-rays or of muonicX-rays, if available. In the cases of
a

Ba and Cs such a comparison (King-Plot procedure, see Bauche and

Champeau 1976) results in a nearly vanishing contribution of the

specific mass effect, but with an uncertaintywhich actually domi

nates the total uncertainty of the final results of the radius

variation. The field shift is determined by the variation 8<r 2 >

in the nuclear mscharge radii and the change of electron density at

the origin. Looking for information on 8<r 2 > we need to know the
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electronic factor. Alternatively to Hartree-Fock calculations

and semiempirical formulas a calibration of optical 18 by

X-ray-18 measurements in muonic atoms or by electron scattering

from stable isotopes is feasible (8tacey 1966).

ÖV~'PI
As~ A p3t./G, Bp3l2 /O.1 born IS-~/A+ yö< r2)AI~+1 1~:l(500nm)ELEMENT 2 [GHz] t-Ietd LI'IIf

200·,SCOrm [MHzl (MHz) [MHzl [MHz)

Li 3 3.5 185 14 0.5 - 1 6700

Na 11 2.0 600 13 3 -8 620

K 19 1.5 885 23 6 -18 210

Rb 37 1.0 1860 46 10 -55 44

es 155 0.8 3120 69 13 - 120 18

Hg 80 0.7 34600 424 88 -4000 8

_M-1/2 -2 -2 -2 _22 A-1/3 _M-2

Tab. 1. Doppler broadening, expected hyperfine structure and

isotope shift in optical lines of various elements

Tab. 1 indicates the experimental conditions and requirements in

measuring hfs and 18 in atoms of various Z. For observing shifts

of about 100 MHz as expected for the field effect of the es and

Ba resonance lines a sub-Doppler method is obviously necessary.

100 MHz corrsponds to 4 .1x 10- 7 eV which is in conventional nuclear physics
uni ts beJow the order of pico-MeV. The natural line width is about 10 MHz.
Even this number is usually undercut by the instrumental line width of the
apparatus used in high-resolution laser spectroscopic experiments.

Experiments going to short-lived nuclides make mostly use of the

fact that the nuclides can be provided as a collimated beam which

enables a most simple way for reducing the Doppler broading.
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The basic set-up of a typical atomic beam laser spectroscopic

experiment is the following: Resonance fluorescence of the free

atoms isexcited in a well-collimated atomic beam by irradiating

transversely to the beam thus reducing the Doppler broadening. The

exciting light source is a narrow band dye laser with fine tuning

characteristics, tuned through the resonance. The resonance fluo

rescence may be observed by a sensitive light detector. There are.

some modifications of such ascherne, in particular in the method

detecting the resonance. the procedure must not use a primarily

optical detection method, and indeed there are various sophisti

cated modications of the basic principle as we will see when con

sidering various examples. The figures of merit in choosing a

particular method are sensitivity and peak-to-background ratio.

4. Atomic-Beam-Fluorescence-Laserspectroscopy of Neutron

Deficient Ba-Isotopes

The common nuclear aspect of the experiments performed with Ba

and Cs-nuclides is the transitional behaviour of nuclei found

when going away from the magic neutron number N = 82. Transi

tional nuclei provide a crucial testing ground for nuclear

structure models which try to describe the collective degrees c:f

freedom on a phenomenological or microscopic basis. With this

point of view the mass region with 50 ~ N,Z < 82 has been subject

of many experimental and theoretical investigations (Sheline

et al. 1961, Arseniev et al. 1969). In this corner of the nuclide

chart we observe features: level spectra and decay properties

which seem to reveal gamma-soft shapes of increasing ms deforma

tion with decreasing neutron number, also indicating a shape

transition via the gamma degree of freedom. There is also some

evidence for reaching stable deformation far away on the neutron

rich side. The onset of stable deformation is expected around

143cs (Marshalek et al. 1963).
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Triaxiality of the deformation, in particular of the Ba and Xe nuclei is
supported not only be the analysis of the even-even nuclei (Habs et al.
1974), but also by the interpretation of the high-spin bands observed in
the odd nuclei (Meyer-ter-Vehn 1975). Most extensive theoretical studies
of transitional nuclei have been carried out by Kumar and Baranger (1967)
on the basis of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model, predicting oblate (disc
shaped) nuclei in the vicinity of 126 Ba . This is partly supported by dynamic
calculations of colleetive states of neutron-deficient doubly even Xe and
Ba isotopes (Rohozinski et al. 1976). The predicted static quadrupole
moments of the 2; states of the stable nuclides 130,134,136,138Ba may be
compared to experimental results extracted from the reorientation effect
of Coulomb excitation. Recent results favour negative moments (prolate
intrinsic deformation) of the stable even Ba nuclides (Kleinfeld et al.
1977). However, this does not exclude the possibility of oblate shapes
in more neutron deficient Ba nuclei and of variations of the deformation
from one state to another. In theoretical studies the prolate-oblate
groundstate energy differences are quite sensitive to details of the micros
copic nuclear structure and to dynamical effects.

As experimental values of rms radii and nuclear moments provide

critical tests of the specific ingredients of a particular

theoretical approach there is obviously a considerable interest

in observing the trends in the rms radii as weIl as in quadru

pole moments or in the deformation effects of the isotope shifts

in long isotopic chains.

CW
DYE

LASER

WAVE
LENGTH

CONTROL

FAST REFERENCEl 1PHOTO ATOMIC !
DIODE BEAM ,

.,~ !

PHOTO !
MULTIP 1

1

RF
TUNER

CW
DYE

LASER

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the experimental set-up used for laser

spectroscopic studies of the BaI resonance line in

neutron deficient Ba isotopes
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The actual setup of the experiments done in KARLSRUHE is schemat

ically shown in Fig. 4 and consists of an apparatus producing

a highly collimated beam of radioactive atoms and a second ref

erence beam operated with a stable isotope. The atomic resonance

transitions are induced by two tunable high resolution cw dye

lasers in single mode operation. One dye laser is locked to the

transition frequency of the stable isotope in the reference

atomic beam and provides an optical reference frequency. The

frequency of the other laser is tuned through the resonance

transition and excites fluorescence of the unstable atoms. It

is controlled by stabilizing the difference of the two laser

frequencies. This is achieved by mixing the light of the two

laser beams, on a fast "photodiode, the photo current of which

is then modulated with the difference frequency, and by comparing

this difference frequency with the output signal of a calibrated

RF generator. This heterodyne technique enables most precise

measurements of optical frequencies. The fluorescence intensity

is measured by a single photon counter. Monitoring, data acqui

sition and control of the experiment are done by a computer inter

faced to the experiment b)7 a CAMAC system. Indeed, if really

looking in more details the various building blocks appear to be

rather complicated devices.

The unstable nuclides have been produced via compound nuclear

reactions by charge particle irradiation of appropriate targets

at the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron or by neutron activation

in the thermal research Reactor FR2 (Karlsruhe). The production

processes are not very isotope selective so that an subsequent

enrichment by an electromagnetic mass separator has been nec

essary. Due to the small shifts and long tails of the Lorentzian

line shapes an unambiguous assignment requires the isolation of

the interesting isotopes.

Fig. 5 displays one of the more complicated spectra measured for

the high spin (11/2) isomer and the groundstate of 133Ba in

presence of some impurities of stable barium. The line width is

only 10 % larger than the natural line width (19 MHz). This jus

tifies a least-square analysis with pure Lorentzian shapes. But
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power broadening (induced emission) and optical pumping have to

be avoided. On the other side optical pumping effects provide

a useful method identifying the different hyperfine components.

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 (MHZ)50o

N
N

~~
N ~
~ --- cn

C"') --11 11 11 11 11
LL LL LL LL LL

Cl E E Cl E
8 8 C"') C"') 8~ ~

'iii N N t:! N- - ;;;:t:: Ln Ln C"')
c:: 11 11 11 11
:::l LL LL LL LL.0
~ CI) r-- Ln "4 r-- Ln

~ ~ ~~ ~ ~

~
'ii!
c::
GI
1;
GI

~ ..
GI ..
U
UI
GI..
g
u:

Fig. 5. Fluorescence spectrum of a 133m+g
Ba sample

This feature is schematically indicated in fig. 6 for the case

of nuclear spin I = 3/2. It turns out e.g., that exciting the

1P1 hyperfine components by linearily polarized light leads to

a saturation of the lowest (F=I-1) component, since only ~mF=O

excitations are allowed, spontaneous deexcitation, however, back

to all magnetic substates of the groundstate.

As an example, optical pumping effects are shown (fig. 7) in two

spectra from a 133g+~a sample, irradiated with linearily polar

ized light (TI light). One component relatively decreases due to
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mF=1/2 mF =312

Analogon for optical pumping wilh Tt-lig,t

-112 1/2

~
·312 -In 112 312

-3/2 -1/2 1/2 3fl

mrxooI
-312 -112 112 312

'5. F =3/2

'P, F=312

'so F=3/2

Fig. 6. Optical pumping

with linearily

polarized (7f)

1 i gh t in a S -
o

Pl-transition

(I=3/2)

-312 -112 112 112

~~~'P,F=r:t2

'5. F =3/2

saturation when inereasing the laser intensity. It is eonsequently

identified to be the F = 9/2 eomponent in the case of 133~a.

Pleasenote in the 133Ba speetrum the strong violation of the Lande

interval rule, just changing the normal sequenee of the hfs compo

nents and revealing a large quadrupole moment of the isomerie state.

A similar result is present in the case of 135mBa . The observation

of the half-life eontrols the assignment of a particular isotope.

124Ba has the shortest half life (11.9 min) of all Ba isotopes

studied so far. All measurements werde done with a 10 pg sampIe.

In order to value such a number let me mention that the average

eoncentration of Ba in air is about 20 ng/m3 (Vogg and Härtel 1977).

From an analysis (Schatz 1979) in view of the probable experimen

tal limits of sensitivity of the measuring method it seems not too

optimistic to say that measurements are feasible with 1 pg for

even Ba isotopes.

For odd isotopes the above mentioned saturation of the fluores

cence intensity prevents increasing the laser intensity and to
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tical pumping of the

F = 9/2 hfs component

when exciting with

linearily polarized

laser light.
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take profit from multiple excitation*. Therefore the sensitivity

is about one order of magnitude smaller in the case of odd

isotopes unless their spin is 1/2.

The average transit time of a thermal velocity atom passing trans

versely through the laser beam (1 mm~) is about 10- 5 - 10-6 s

whereas the lifetime of the excited atomic state is typically i.n

the order of 10-8 s. Hence a single atom can be excited repeatedly

without considerable power-broadening. Due to the large resonant

scattering cross sections (~ 10- 10 cm2 ) and the large photon flux

from the lasers it is easy to obtain 10 to 100 scattered photons

from each atom during its transit. Greenless et ale have proposed'

a method which exploits the time correlation of the resonance

fluorescence photons for discriminating against random background

events. A feature of the photon bursts is a narrowing of the fluo-

* The saturation of particular hfs components can be avoided by use

of a fast switcher of the laser light polarization (Nowicki 1980)
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rescence line shape. In particular, the wings of the peaks fall

off much more rapidly than for a Lorentzian line shape.

Photon Burst Method
Greenlees et al. (1977)

Fig. 8. Parts of fluorescence

of natural barium

samples (frequencies

1 · 138 k)re at~ve to Ba pea

for different multi

plicities of thephoton

bursts (Greenless et

al. 1977)

FREQUENCY 111HZ

This feature is demonstrated (fig. 8) by comparing the peaks

in the spectra of different multiplicities: singles, tw6-photon

events, four-photon-events etc. The probability of detecting

several photons per atom falls very quickly with decreasing exci

tation probability. This might facilitate measurements of small

peaks in wings of much larger peaks which is often the experimental

situation with radioactive sampIes and dominating stable impurities.

Fig. 9 displays the results of the optical isotope shift measure

ments after extracting ö<r 2 > values. The common systematic uncer

tainty due to the specific mass shift dominates the overall uncer

tainty which is indicated by an "error band". Several striking

fe'atures are evident from the A-dependence:

a. A prominent odd-even staggering: in the groundstate the odd

nuclei appear to be significantly smaller than the neigh

bouring even nuclei (negative staggering-values Yst =
2«r 2 >A+1-<r 2 >A)/«r 2 >A+2-<r 2 >A)). The h11/2 isomers,
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f

20

straight line represents

the A dependence expec

ted for the homogeneous

sphere with R=1.2xA 1 / 3 fm.

The value for 140 Ba is de

duced from the result of

Fischer et al. (1974).

According to preliminary

results of the Mainz-Isolde

collaboration (Mueller 1980)

this ö<r 2 > value appears

to be ca. 10% larger.

15
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• Isomers
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Fig. 9. Differences of ms charge

radii of Ba isotopes

(Bekk et al. 1979). The

• I

however, tend to follow the trend of the even nuelei, in

eontrast to the g 7/2 isomer of 129Ba .

b. The overall slope: with deereasing neutron number the nuelei

shrink by far more slowly than expeeted by the naive liquid

drop estimate <r 2> ooA2 / 3 (change of ms radius of an
o

ineompressible spherieal nueleus)

The overall slope ean be partly explained by an inereasing ms de

formation <ß2> whieh eontributes by a term ö<r 2 >Def = 5/4lf<r 2>oö<ß 2>.

Nuelei whieh have a nonspherieal shape through a permanent or

dynamieal deformation appear to be more extended radially than

spherieal nuelei of the same volume. This deformation effeet ean

not be assumed to be monotonie. Indeed, the odd-even staggering

has been qualitively explained by systematie smaller ö<ß 2>-values

through a bloeking of the groundstate eorrelations by the odd

partiele (Reehal and Sorensen 1971). Attributing, however, the
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total deviation from the homogeneous sphere-dependence to an

increasing deformation on the neutron-deficient side appears

to be not consistent with ß-values extracted from measured

B(E2)-values. The required deformation effect in o<r 2> is too

strong, even if we take into account some uncertainties due to

some model-dependence in interpreting B(E2)-values in terms of

ß. This.observation reflects the so-called "isotope shift

discrepancy" (Bodmer 1959) which is just due to the change in

the monopole part in the measured o<r 2> accounted by a factor n<1

or by an additional "breathing correction" term o<~2>

When neutrons are stripped the charge distribution seems to con

tract lees than it does in the valley of stability, thus suggesting

that the nucleus is compressible to some extent and relating the

phenomenon to the breathing mode excitations: both features

governed by the compressibility of finite nuclear matter.

The "isotope shift anomaly" is an overall feature in all mass

regions and should primarily depend on average nuclear proper

ties. This aspect has been discussed by Myers (1969) in the

frame work of the droplet model (Myers and Swiatecki 1969, see

Myers 1976) which is a refinement of the liquid drop model

and takes into account effects associated with deviation of

neutron and proton densities from constant bulk values and the

difference of the effective boundaries of the neutron and proton

distributions. The droplet model with parameters chosen to give

the best fit for masses and fission barriers seems to resolve the

"isotope shift discrepancy". The good agreement with the experi

ment is demonstrated in fig. 10 by comparing the inferred experi

mental deformation (deduced from B(E)-values) with that required

by the droplet-model when explaining our data.
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r
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Fig. 10. Deformation of the even Ba isotopes from the droplet

model as compared to the results deduced from the

B(E2)-values.

The interesting point is that the anomaly in the charge radii ap

pears to be less affected by the value of the nuclear compressi

bility. The origin of the additional "breathing" 0 df 2 > seems to

be rather a dilatation caused by the neutron excess, that means

by density symmetry term in Myers mass formula. Thus, the pheno

menon is related to the question of a"neutron skin" in nuclei

(Myers and Swiatecki 1980) and in another language the effect is

brought to the dependence of the proton potential on the neutron

excess through the isospin dependent part of the nuclear potential

(Bohr and Mottelson 1969). This dependence might affect predomi

nantly the diffuse surface region of the real nuclear distribution

and give rise to a change of the skin thickness. Indeed when

ascribing O<~2> to a variation of surface diffuseness a of a Fermi

distribution

relative changes on the order of some percent of the diffuseness

parameter aare sufficient t.o describe the phenomenon (Gerhardt

et al. 1979).
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c. Mean-square radii and binding energies: the sudden increase

of the ms charge radius after crossing the closed shells

with magie neutron numbers (N=20,28,50 and 52) is

associated with a sudden decrease of the binding energies

per nucleon. In the vicinity of closed shells the

difference 0A IA<r 2 > between the ms radii of the isotopes

AI and A changes in the opposite sense to the difference

0AIA(B/A) of the binding energy per nucleon. This empiri

cal statement, recently formulated by Gerstenkorn (1979)

is also valid for nuclides with N-4, N-2, N and N+2 neutrons.

B(NI/A
(keV)

8400

Ba(Z=561

8350

~,I-'-_"', --..,...,--.,,--....;,.,--..,...---t.~
m 75 ~ 85 N

SN=B(NI
-B(N-11
(MeV)

1).0

In lhe viclnily of dosed shells

6 <r
1

) changes in Ihe opposile

sense 10 lhe difference 01 lhe

binding energy per nucleon

N
1:.,e,r'--r-,--..,,--..,.,--~I---r---.....~

70 75 8J 85

8.0

6.0

Fig.11. Variation of binding energies per nucleon and separation

energies of Ba isotopes (Wapstra and Bos 1977)
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Empirically the relation between overall yariations of'

the binding energies per nucleon and overall variations

of the mean square radius appears to be rather simple

as long as deformation effects do not interfere (see'

f ig. 11).

In additionto isotopic and isomerie shifts in the ms charge radii

the experiments provide inform~tion about the electromagnetic

moments of the odd nuclei. We do not discuss the results extracted

from themeasured A and B-factors. But it should be pointed out

that a combined consideration of changes in the ms radius and

nuclear ,moments may reveal interesting nuclea~ structure features,

in particular for transitional nuclei. The relative~y la~ge quadru-
.. 135 133 129pole moments of the ~somer~c states of ' , Ba, for example

(see tab. 2) might mislead us to assume a very large increase in

the intrinsic deformation (even adeformation jump in 135Ba ).

The observed ö<r 2> values, however, are comparatively small and do

not allow such an interpretation. This might reflect the more

complex relation between quadrupole moments and ms,deformation

<ß2> (which represents the sum of the E2 strength (Cline and

~laum 1972)) and is affected by shape fluctuatioris of tr~nsitional

nuclei. We have to keep in mind that any ipterpretation of quadru

pole moments in terms of intrinsic deformations invokes a model

specifying the possibly complicated intrinsic shape and the type

of coupling of the odd particle to the core. In this context a

triaxial rotor description has been found to be a better step

directed to reality than models restricted to axiallysymmetric

shapes of the nucleus (see Bekk et al. 1979 and references given

there). Quite recently Puddu et al. (1980) have shown that the

interacting boson model (Arima and Iachello 1975) accou,nts for the

transitional nuclear structure. This is indicated by fig. 12

displaying theoretical and experimental chargeradii of neutron

deficient Ce, Ba and Xe nuclides.
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A Qs o<r 2 >. o<ß 2 >.
~s ~s

eb fm 2

135 9 0.18 + 0.02- 0.03m 1.16 + 2.6.10- 2 0.27.10- 2
- 0.02

133 9

m 1.08 + 0.03 1.2.10- 2 0.13.10- 2
-

129 9

m 1. 93 + 0.03 -1.2.10- 2 -0.13.10- 2
-

Tab. 2. Comparison of quadrupole moments of'the 135m,133m,129~a

with isomerie shifts in o<r 2 >

interacting boson

model

Fig. 12. Experimental rms

radii as compared

to results from the

827466

Calculated und experimental

yalues of .ms radius

dlfferences

58

INTERACTING

BOSON MODEL
Puddu et al. (19~)

o

-20

Neutron number
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5. High-Resolution Laser Spectroscopy in Fast Beams

In order to obtain extremely narrowed optical emission Or. absorp

tion lines .Kaufman (1976) proposed to make use of a veloc1ty

bunching phenomenon of fast ions or atoms occurring inthe direc

tion of flight.

Consider two identical ions of mass m, having velocity components .

in beam-direction (Z) of 0 and of thermal velocity v = (2 kT/m)1/2.

If both ions are accelerated in this direction through a potential

J difference U, the final velocities will be,

. 1/2 2 2 1/2
va = (2eU/m) and v = (va + vo)

respectively. The difference in velocit~es is reduced, due to the

acceleration, by a factor R = 1/2 (kT/eU) 1/2. For T = 2000 K and

U = 10 kV, R = 2.1 x 10-3 • The velocity distribution in the direction

perpendicular to the beam axis is, of course, unchanged. The simple

explanation ofthe bunching effect is that ions having a large

initial velocity spend less time in the accelerating field and

thus gain less velocity than the initially slower ions •. Ifthe

fast beamis now probed along the beam directionby a parallel

monochromatic beam of laser light, the .widthof an absorption line,

neglecting. a'll other sources of broadening, is considerably narrowed.

For.the resonahce transition in neutral ,cesium (A =455.5 nm)

e.g. at T = 2000 K and U = 10 kV ßV z ~ 2.3 MHz which is small

compared to the natural line width. Of course, the experimental

line width obtainable in practice will depend on the angular diver

gence representing the spread of effective acceleration directions

about the beam axis. ~he absorption can be monitored by observing

fluorescence light. Principially, there are two different proce

dures measuring the hfs structure (seefig. 14), either scanning

the laser frequency while keeping the acceleration voltage constant

(fixed Doppler shift) or tuning the particle velocity by varying

the acceleration voltage keeping the laser frequency constant·

(Doppler tuning).
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dyelaser

Experimental setup. The Ba ions were investigated by
means of a mass separated ion beam with the laser light parallel
(downstream) to the ion beam - part A of the figure - or by means
of a not separated ion beam with the laser beam antiparallel (up
stream) - part B

"".......~-J...I..II ....... 2

~'t:::::=t: ~

=::j=---

o 61 25 ,/2

Lowest part of the Ba II level seheme and hyperfine strueture
splitting of the transition 5d 203/2-+ 6P 2P~12 p. =585 nm) of the
odd isotopes 135Ba and 137 Ba (both nuclear spin 1=3/2)

Ci lern- l F
2P3/2 -1];' 2OkV-o

ion
D-20kV- - - @ souree6p

20000
r:i ~ eleetro- rI ~
I 1 statie 1 1

I 1 lens 1 I

Ba 11 135,13780 @
Ba"

10000 lens .

Fig. 13. Ba II level scheme Fig. 14. Experimental set up

in fast beam experi

ments (Höhle et al.

1978 )

The feasibility of the methods has been demonstrated by high resolu

tion experiments with a fast beam of metastable Ba-ions (Höhle et al.

1978). A not-separated (multi mass beam) allows the determination

of isotope shifts (the frequency shifts at zero velocity) and

atomic masses, as precisely as the beam enerqy (acceleration voltage)

is known.

134Sal 135Sa 1136 Sal 137Sa 1S
I I I ::!il

115 1 1 1 I
1 I I I
I I 1 I

-g I I I 1
~ I 1 I 1
11l 100 I. 1 1 I
... I I I I
~ I I I I
-E I I I I

~ 85/l~v~\!\~ oJv ~~
I
Io 50mK l00mK 0laser

Hyperfine structure of the Sd 203/2-+6p 2pg/2 transition
obtamed by monomode laser light absorption from a fast Ba ion
beam consisting of all stable Ba isotopes. Oue to the different
velocities of the isotopes the contributions of the several Ba iso
topes to the recorded fluorescence curve are weil separated. The
rare isotopes 130 Ba and 132Ba are out ofthe region ofthis laser scan

Fig. 15. Hyperfine struc

ture of the
2 -+- 2 0

D3 / 2 P3/2

transition in Ba II

measured by fast

beam laser spec

troscopy

(Höhle et al. 1978)
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Fig. 15 displays the fluorescence spectrum of a fast Ba ion beam.

Due to the different velocities of different isotopes a proper.
choice of the high voltage separates the contributions of different

isotopes very weIl.

The MAINZgroup has combined collinear laser spectroscopy with on

line isotope separation in order to study hfs and isotope shifts

of neutron rich Cs isotopes observing the CsI resonance line (Anton

et al. 1978, Schinzler et al. 1Q78, Bonn et al. 1979). The Cs iso

topesareproduced by fission of ~35u at the Mainz TRIGA reactor

and prepared as ,a mass $eparated beam. The ion beam is neutralized

by charge exchange in a Cs vapour cell (fig. 16). The neutralization

of the beam is essential as the resonance lines of ions in general

are in the UV region inaccessible with single mode lasers presently

available.

Separaled
Isotope
Beam

• ...... ... . Defleclor Charge-Exchange. Atomic Beam
..... ...... UD Cell Deleclor

Laser ....... "/0 ..-:::.....- c::::::::::J

Beam. ++++++o+oo+"o 0000 O~l--O-~~______ "

IonGun ~/ ~ ..... >r ~Cylinder

~0 ' 'Len'

UB Light Pipe

Fig. 16. Scheme of a fast

atomic beam on-

line experiment

investigating

neutron rich

es isotopes

(Schinzler et al.

1978 )

This charge transfer step may be origin of some difficulties of the

method with respect to broadening, deforming and shifting the line

profile through charge exchange collisions, possibly obscuring the

spectrum analysis and affecting the accuracy. By this method the

MAINZ group, however, succeeded to measure hfs splitting and iso

tope shift of aseries of Cs nuclides from 137cs to 142cs providing

new information on changes of ms radii and on nuclear moments (see

fig. 18). By the same method optical isotope shifts and hyperfine

structure splitting in fission-produced 89-93Rb have been meas

ured (Klempt et al. 1979). Recently fast beam spectroscopy has been

adapted to the ISOLDE isotope separator facility and is going to

start measurements of isotope shifts and hfs in neutron rich Ba

nuclei (Mueller 1980).
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6. On-line Atomic-Beam Laser 8pectroscopy of Neutron Deficient

and Neutron Rich Cs Isotopes

The first successful on-line laser spectroscopic measurements were

performed by a group of OR8AY studying short-lived sodium isotopes

(21-25Na ) by use of an interesting combination of atomic-beam laser

spectroscopy and optical pumping techniques (Huber et al. 1975).

More recently (Huber et al. 1978) the method, somewhat refined and

modified, has been applied to hfs and 18 studies of neutron defi

cient Cs isotopes (121-137cs ), which have been produced by spalla

tion of lanthanum and separated in mass by the 180LDE on-line facil

ity. Fig. 17 explains the principles of the experimental configura

tion. The separated isotopes are transformed into a sufficiently

collimated atomic beam and pass a sixpole magnet which focusses

atoms with the atomic spin polarisation m. = + 1/2 into the opening
J

of a surface ionizer of a mass separator. Atoms with m. = - 1/2 are
J

defocussed.

Even though mass separation of radioactive nuclei is already

achieved by Iso1de, for a sensitive detection of the focussed atoms

of interest a mass spectrometer is necessary in order to eliminate

the high background of stable isotopes.

Before entering the state selecting sixpole magnet optical tran

sitions between the hfs components of the D lines are selectively

induced by a tunable narrow-banded dye laser. After each excitation
2 2

(say, 8 1 / 2 (F = 1-1/2) + P 1 / 2 ) a certain fraction of atoms is

falling back into the other not absorbing component of the ground

state (2 81 / 2 (F = 1+1/2)). All of them will finally be pumped into

this state. Thus this hyperfine optical pumping changes the popula

tion distribution bf~tween the hyperfine components of the ground

state. After having entered adiabatically the strong Paschen-Back

field of the sixpole, however, all sublevels of the F = 1-1/2 are

transformed into the m. = - 1/2 substates whereas those of the
J

F = 1+1/2 have run into the m. = + 1/2 components. One observes ön
J

increase of the beam intensity when pumping into the F = 1+1/2 ground

state and a decrease when pumping into the F = 1-1/2 level. For

purpose of calibration a scan of a stable reference isotope can

be obtained by measuring the fluorescence from aseparate atomic

beam.
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laser spec

troscopic

experiments

of the Orsay

group (Huber

et al. 1975)

Fig. 17. Principle of

the on-line
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This non-optical detection is characterized by an ultimate effi-

*ciency and very low background. Compared to optical detection,

the signal-to-background ratio is considerably increased up to

a factor of 10 3 .

In most recent experiments based on this method (Liberman et ale

1979) isotope shifts and hyperfine structure splitting of the D2
lines have been measured for a long chain ofisotopes ranging from

137cs with magic neutron number to 121 cs , and for several isomers.

The extremely emaIl changes of the rms radii just below N = 82

had been known from standard optical spectroscopy on stable and

*A special application of this combination of atomic beam and

laser techniques has recently permitted the first observation

of an optical transition in francium (Z = 87), the D2 line at

717.7 nm (Liberman et ale 1978)
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long-lived isotopes of Ba, Cs and Xe (see Ullrich and Otten 1975).

Similarily to the results of the Ba-measurements the data (fig. 18)

seem to fit the assumption of gradually increasing nuclear defor

mation with decreasing neutron number. For very neutron deficient

Cs isotopes (N < 67) the results exhibit very large fluctuations of

c<r 2 > as was observed in the Hg isotopes (see fig. 1). It should be

noted that the uncertainty in the specific mass effect might con

siderably change the absolute scaling (up to 20 %) independently

for each curve in fig. 18, but not the structure of the curves.

*Preliminary results for the neutron rich Ba isotopes (Mainz-Jsolde
collaboration): 139,140,141,142,143,144Ba follow the line of the

corresponding Cs isotopes fairly weIl (Mueller 1980).
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5. Optical Isotope Shifts of Calcium Isotopes

The long isotopic .chain between the two double magic nuclei 40Ca
48 .

and Ca, where the neutron number changes by as much as 40 %,

provides a unique play-ground for observing interesting nuclear

structure effects in nuclear charge and matter distributions.

The charge distribution of the stable nuclei has been extensively .

investigated by e~ectron scattering, by muonicX-ray and optical

isotope shift measurements. In recent time, there are also serious

attempts in determining mass (and neutron) distributions by use of

strongly interacting probes·like pions, high energy protons and

alpha-particles (Friedman et ale 1979). The only techniques which

are able to extend ourknowledge to the unstable Ca nUclei are

laser spectroscopic observations of isotope shifts in optical

lines (tab. 3). The Heidelberg group observed the extremely weak

intercombination line (see fig. 19), which has the advantage of a

rather small natural line width of 410 Hz .

.Energy level 5cheme of Ca I

45 55
3
5, 7T\

~ =1(10n5 / I \
6103Ä 6122Ä 6162Ä

45 4p 1 P, T· / \
,.4.5.. 3.-L'P,.,.n~

Fig. 19. CaI level scheme

4227Ä

..""Y
6573Ä
f=3.7 'lcr5

The e~perimental technique applied by the HEIDELBERG group uses a

collimated atomic beam and a stabilized dye laser which excites

the diffe~eDt Ca isotopes by tuning the wave length. Due to the

very long live time (. = 0.4 ms) of the excited 4s4p 3P1 level

the whole beam emitts resonance fluorescence radiation along the
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LASERSPECTROSCOPY OF THE CA-INTERCOMBINATION LINE
(HEIDELBERG GROUP)
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OPTICAL ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS IN CA

ANN PEREY (1959)

HEILIG (1968)

BRUCH ET AL. (1969)
{

40-42

44-48

4227 ~ (RESONANCE)

6103 ~
6122 ~
6162 ~

CA+~LINES

RESONANCE LINE

CA+-LINES

CONVENTI ONAL

OPTICAL

SPECTROSCOPY

Tab. 3. IS-measurements

in Ca-isotopes

EPSTEIN UND DAVIS (1970) 40-42

44-48 RESONANCE LINE

BRANDT.ET AL. (1977)

(1978)

NEUMANN ET AL.(1976)

KLINGBEIL ET AL. (1979)

KOWALSKI ET AL. (1979)

BERGMANN ET AL. (1979)
<1980>

ANDL ET AL. (1980)

BAIRD ET AL. <1980>

40-42-43 RESONANCE LI NE

44-46-48

40_42_44_}
46-48

40-43 INTERCOMBINATION
40-41 LINE

40-45
40-46 .

40-47 RESONANCE LINE

40-48 lS - 2S
TWO-PHOTON EXC.

LASER

SPECTROSCOPY

path of flight of the atoms. Therefore the fluorescence can be

monitored relatively far away from the excitation region which

minimizes the (stray-) light background.

Though the isotope shifts are large as compar~d to the reduced

Doppler-width of the atomic beam, the residual Doppler-broadening

of about 50 MHz limits the resolution. Much narrower signals can

be produced by simply reflecting the laser beam back onto itself.

In this case so"'called Larnbdips, free from Doppler broadening,

can be observed at the center frequency of the Doppler profile,

due to a saturation of the absorption. The counterprogating beam

probes the bleaching of the sampIe when matching the, center fre

quency. This technique (saturation spectroscopy) reduces the

width of the signals of about a factor of 50.

For odd isotopes, where we find a hyperfine structure splitting

the method has been cornbined with inducing radiofrequency tran

sitions within the hfs, similar to the weIl known double resonance

method, thus changing the occupation of the levels with refilling

from the groundstate and increasing the emitted resonance fluo

rescence.
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CHANGES IN RMS - NUCLEAR CHARGE RADI I (IN 1m2 )

OF CALCIUM - ISOTOPES

0.3

0.2

0.1

o ,laser speclr. lKarlsnJ1e1

• muanic Ca (Los Alamos)

• opticol spectr. (HannO'lef')

X laser speclr. (Heidelberg ) Fig. 21. Variatio~

of rms charge

radii in Ca

isotopes
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Fig. 21 compiles recent experimental results of optical isotope

shift measurements of the Ca! intercornbination (Bergmann et al.

1980) and the blue resonance line (Andl et al. 1980), presenting

rms radii differences and comparing with results of muonic X-ray

studies (Wohlfahrt et al. 1978). Muonic X-ray shifts primarily are

due to a different type of radial moments: Barret-radii. The con

version into equivalent rms-radii is not completely model-indepen

dent. A peculiar behaviour of the charge radii is obvious from

fig. 21.

a. The charge rms-radii of 40ca and 48ca are equal whereas the

even nuclei in between have a charge radius larger in size

of about 1 %.

b. There is a considerable odd-even staggering. The odd 43Ca

nucleus is considerably smaller than the neighbours as far as

the charge distribution is concerned.

The 47ca result - in that case the KARLSRUHE group recently

succeeded exploiting the increased sensitivity when studying

the resonance line - fits fairly weIl jn the overall trend.
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c. Within an error of 0.006 fm the radii of 41 ca and 40Ca

are equal. This is interesting in view of the discussion

of the 41ca - 41 sc C 1 rnb d' 1 t tou 0 - lSp acemen energy, neu ron

excess radii and core compression effects (Friedman and

Shlomo 1979).

48
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Fig. 22. Trends of proton, neutronand matter radii in the

The matter radii differences (extracted from alpha-particle

scattering, e.g.) exhibit a different behaviour and rather

closely follow the A1/ 3 law, thus forming a neutron skin

of 48Ca (Gils et al. 1980).
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CHANGES IN RMS - RADI I OF CALCIUM - ISOTOPES

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

o
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Fig. 23. Trends of the E2 strength and transition radii of

Ca isotopes

Let us notice that there are conspicuously similar trends (fig. 23)

in the quadrupole transition strengths inferred from inelastic

alpha particle scattering (De Voigt et al. 1974), e.g. as weIl

as in thetransition radii measured for the O~ - 0; monopole

transitions by electron scattering by Gräf et al. 1978.

Again invoking the relation

with o<r 2 > = 0 «r 2 > = <r 2 >40 ) the trend in o<r 2 > may be
o 0 Ca

fairly weIl ascribed to adeformation effect including a small

breathing (monopole polarizibility) of the 40ca core.
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Fig. 24. Matter- and charge distribution differences in Ca nuclei
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In Ca nuclei there is considerable evidence of a coexistance of

strongly deformed core-excited configurations with (fp)n spherical

configurations which mix in the low-lying states (Towsley et ale

1972). Fig. 24 is demonstrating the polarising interaction between

the valence neutrons and the proton core. From extensive alpha

particle scattering studies (Gils 1979, Gils et ale 1980) which

inform us about matter distribution differences we know where

the neutrons are localized (round the rms-radius of the f 7/ 2shell

which is determined to be about 3.8 fm).

From corresponding electron scattering and muonic X-ray results

(Wohlfahrt 1979) we see that obviously the neutrons have pulled

the protons to the same place, in such an intriguing way that there
48 40is less charge at the . Ca surface than at the Ca surface. Though

equal in the rms charge radius, the distributions distincly differ.

Recent theoretical approaches considering neutron and proton

distributions of the Ca isotopes (Brown et ale 1979) have been

remarkly successful in reproducing the observed findings.

6. Optical Isomer Shift of the Spomtaneous-Fission Isomer 240mAm

The size and shape of a spontaneously fissioning isomer, the

1 ms 240mAm , have been recently studied by measuring the optical

isomer shift in the atomic 8 S7 / 2 - 10P7 / 2 transition in neutral

americium (Bemis et ale 1979).

The experimental technique: Laser Induced Nuclear Polarization (Feld

and Murnick 1979) is a special application of the Radiation Detected

Optical Pumping (see Jacquinot 1976). It is based on the depopula

tion by optical pumping with circularily polarized light. The

optical pumping cycle consists of resonant absorption with the

selection rule ßM
F

= +1 for a+-light, followed by spontaneous

radiactive decay with the selection rule ßMF = 0,~1. In absence

of atomic ground-state relaxation, laser optical pumping with

a+-light, with a band with greater than the total width of the

10P7 / 2 hyperfine structure, ultimately results in the population

of the ground-state level.with F = 7/2 + I and sublevelmax
M = + F from which no further laser absorptions may occur.

F max
The system both atomic and nuclear, is then totally polarized.
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Subsequent spontaneous-fission deeay from the oriented nuelear

system is anisotropie, if r ~ 0 or 1/2, and the anisotropy of

the deeay provides the deteetion signal for the optieal reso

nanee eondition.

Details of the experimeptal arrangement are given sehematieally

in fig. 25. The isomer was produeed by bombarding an uranium

target with 48-MeV 7Li ions. Fission isomerie reeoils were

thermalized in 180 Torr of heliumgas.

Schematic of the optical pumping cell show
ing the geometrical arrangement of the position-sensi
tive detectors, the laser beam, and cyclotron beam.
The laser and cyclotron beams are both 0.4 cm in dIa
meter.

Fig. 25. Schematic view of the experimental set-up used for meas-

. th t' 1 h'f . h l' f 241 d 240ur~ng e op ~ca s ~ t ~n t e ~nes 0 Am an Am

(Bemis et al. 1979)

Two position sensitive deteetors eount the fission events. A

small magnetie keeper field preserve the orientation of the atoms.

Anisotropie deeay from the oriented system with K=l=Mr preferen

tially oceurs along the laser beam propagation axis. Thus a

deerease of the yield indieates the orientation produeed by

resonant optieal pumping. This seems to be observed and appears
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o
to be shifted by the unusually large value of ßA = 2.6 A against

the known position of 241 Am (see fig. 26).
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Fig. 26. Fission-fragment coincidence yield as function of the

laser wave length and half-live control (Bemis et al.

1979 )

From the observed isotope shift whieh is predominantly due to the

volume effeet a differenee

is extraeted, nearly independent of any nuelear and atomie model

assumption. Clearly the result may point to a large deformation of

the fission isomer 240mAm .

Using the relation

[1 + (S/4n)

ealeulating the mean square radius of the charge distribution

with the standard value r = 1.2 fm of the radius parameter and

adopting ß = <ß2>1/2 = O.~4 from neighbouring Am isotopes the

result has been eonverted into an isomerie shift
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The unc~rtainty allows for anormal odd-even staggering.

Again using the assumptions above adeformation of

ß = 0.66

is found, and if assuming prolate; just describing aspheriod

with a major-to minor axis ratio of 2:1.

There are considerable uncertainties in this argumentation. The

monopole polarizibility ("isotope and isomerie shift anomaly")

has been ignored~ Therefore the deformation might be smaller than

the value claimed.' In addition the extracted <ß 2 >1/2 is not a

first order diagonal element (like a quadrupole moment). From this

reason we can hardly follow the author's statement (Bemis et al.

1979) that their experiment provides the first direct experimental

proof for large deformations. However, systematic high resolution

experiments resolving hfs might be able to do so.

7. Concluding Remarks

This review tried to guide your interest to the experimental

lines in atomic hyperfine structure and isotope shifts

studies of unstable nuclei. With reference to recent examples

we had an outlook to some laser spectroscopic techniques

which enable the systematic study of long isotopic chains

extending far off stability on proton-rich as weil as on neutron

rich side. This special type of "nuclear spectroscopyl' had already

proven to be a rich source of relevant nuclear structure informa

tion, in particular when interacting with findings of nuclear

garnma-ray spectroscopy, with the study of X-rays in ordinary and

mesic atoms and with nuclear reaction experiments.

In many aspects this review is based on results .and experiences
from the experiments of the KARLSRUHE group (Bekk et al. 1979).
It is a pleasure to acknowledge stimulating discussions with
G. Nowicki and G.Schatz.
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